
31 points to help you know
what it takes to retire successfully. 
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   6.  I've done a Financial Plan Checkup to get a FREE second opinion of my
       current retirement plan, including a stress test and a thorough analysis of my
       portfolio's RISK, FEES, INCOME, TAXES, and SOCIAL SECURITY. 
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  I've done a Risk Analysis and I know my portfolio’s risk score.1.

This 31-point checklist will help you identify what's important in retirement planning,
starting with the 6 most crucial points first. As you read through this list, remember the
best way to make sure your retirement plan covers all the important areas of your life is
to GET A FREE FINANCIAL PLAN CHECKUP.

 * A FINANCIAL PLAN CHECKUP is an X-RAY of your current retirement plan, giving
    you a no-obligation, no-strings-attached, comprehensive analysis.* 

   4.  I've done a Tax Analysis and I know my tax burden on my IRA’s, 401k’s, and
        other tax-deferred accounts.

   3.  I've done an Income Analysis and I know how much income my current
        portfolio will generate in retirement.

   2.  I've done a Fee Analysis and I know and understand my portfolio’s total fee
        structure.

   5.  I've done a Social Security Analysis and I know the optimal time to draw Social
        Security.

SAMPLE CLIENT'S
FINANCIAL PLAN CHECKUP



7.  My income plan will last as long as I do to help ensure I never run out of
     money in retirement.

8.  I know that I can’t rely on the “4% withdraw rule.”

9.  I have an alternate plan for generating income with CD’s and savings
     accounts due to record low-interest rates.

10.  My income strategy will keep pace with inflation.

11. My strategy to file for Social Security considers the impact on my
      taxes, Medicare premiums,and spousal benefits.

12. I know delaying my SS benefits doesn’t necessarily mean more income.

13. I know I can’t depend on the Social Security Administration for 
      personalized advice.

14. I’ve researched all potential benefits I’m eligible for including spousal, 
      survivor, and disability benefits.

SAMPLE CLIENT'S
FINANCIAL PLAN CHECKUP
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    15. I consistently rebalance my investments (every year and major event).

    16. I have a plan for the sequence of returns risk and the impact it could
           have on my retirement savings.

    17. I have a written investment strategy that prevents me from letting my
          emotions drive my investment decisions during market volatility.

SAMPLE CLIENT'S
FINANCIAL PLAN CHECKUP
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    18. My retirement plan includes a strategy to reduce my taxes in
          retirement.

    20. I have retirement savings in different tax buckets (taxed-now,
          taxed-later, and tax-free).

    19. My financial advisor and my CPA communicate about my taxes.

    21. I know how and when my sources of income will be taxed in retirement.

    22. I have a tax-efficient strategy to withdraw money from my IRA, 401K,
          pension and other tax-deferred retirement accounts.

  23. I’m taking steps today to prepare for higher taxes tomorrow

    24. I’ve considered the benefits of converting my traditional IRA and
          401K to a ROTH.

    25. I have a strategy to navigate the required minimum distributions
          (RMDs).

SAMPLE CLIENT'S FINANCIAL PLAN CHECKUP
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Covering all of your bases when it comes to retirement planning can feel
overwhelming, which is why it’s important to work with a financial

advisor that understands your needs.

27. My estate plan is kept up to date.

28. My estate plan is protected from probate and further taxes.

29. I know and understand all of my options for Medicare including what is
      and isn’t covered.

26. I have a valid estate plan.

30. I know what my out-of-pocket healthcare expenses will be in retirement.

31. I have considered all my options for long-term care.

DID YOU CHECK ALL 31 BOXES OR DID YOU IDENTIFY GAPS

IN YOUR PLAN THAT COULD THREATEN YOUR RETIREMENT?
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Many advisors charge upwards of $500 for a financial plan checkup, butMany advisors charge upwards of $500 for a financial plan checkup, but
Beacon Capital Management provides this as a free service, with noBeacon Capital Management provides this as a free service, with no

obligation to work with us after your checkup is complete.obligation to work with us after your checkup is complete.  

Whether you are close to retirement or already in retirement, a second
opinion of your current retirement plan is a good idea. 
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This material is provided as a courtesy of Beacon Capital Management and contains general information to help you understand basic
financial planning strategies and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. Any
reference to legal and/or tax considerations is not meant to provide any advice in this regard. Legal and Tax advice should come from a
qualified tax, accountant, and/or legal advisor before making decisions. Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal.
No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or protection against loss in periods of declining values.  Past performance does not
guarantee future results.The charts and graphs are for observational purposes only, do not represent an actual client’s analysis, and
are not intended to be used to make any specific recommendations or imply/guarantee any type of market performance for the
purposes discussed herein.

SAMPLE CLIENT'S
FINANCIAL PLAN CHECKUP
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